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Agenda
1) Distance learning
2) Covid security
3) Parents Evening Formats
4) School meals
5) Wet breaks
6) Nurture leaflet
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Distance Learning
Reviewed lock-down parent view survey results, which were overwhelmingly positive but asked 
for more live teaching. This has been built into any future models.
Mr Reed explained the current distance learning offer and the on-going live-stream trial in Y3. 
He requested feedback on the recent distance offer to reception during bubble closure. 

Parent contributions:

Reception offer was really good, teachers adapted brilliantly.

Contact was good but over the top, 2 calls per week is more than enough.

Could the video sessions be recorded for those who cannot attend live? Mr Reed will look at this.

The sessions were great but a little long, could we do 2 shorter sessions with follow-up tasks? 
Yes, great idea.

COVID Security
Mr Reed explained the current position with covid security and the measures being taken, 
he said that he understands parent anxiety. He then opened up to parents for comments and 
questions.

Parent contributions:

The number of parents not wearing masks is a worry, can the school do more on this? Mr Reed: 
Yes, we need to reinforce this message more with reminders, signs, letters and directly speak-
ing to parents. Masks need to become the norm as they are in shops.

Parents were happy that the school is doing a good job with the current measures. Flexible 
drop-off is working well on all sides.

Pick-up times are less successful – social distancing is difficult and crowding doors is more 
common as classes are late down. Mr Reed to investigate and resolve, particular focus on Y5 and 
Y4 doors where issues are reported.
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Parents’ Evening Formats
Mr Reed introduced the school cloud solution and shared the link with parents. Parents were 
happy with a video solution and gave positive feedback. Mr Reed asked if rules of engagement 
were needed, parents agreed that they would be helpful.

A further parent survey will be sent-out once the meetings have been conduced to ask for feed-
back on the system and how we have used it. This will inform our decision to purchase or not 
(as it is currently a free trial).

School Meals
Mr Reed shared the current offer, explained the lack of detail on the menu and assured parents 
of the quality and quantity of the meals. 

Parent contributions:
Parents were pleased that hot meals were returning and thanked school for enabling this.

Parents would like there to be a choice – Mr Reed is supportive of this and will work to enable it.

Parents were happy with the fact that currently all meat is halal.

Parents would like to know more about school meals in terms of menu design, where the food 
comes from etc – this is something which we are working on as a trust to enhance our catering 
offer.

Wet Break
Mr Reed explained the policy of children playing out with coats on in light rain, but not playing 
out in heavy rain. Parents were supportive of this. Mr Reed did admit some instances over the 
last 2 weeks in which groups had been caught out in heavier rain than expected. The school’s 
senior team has looked at the process to ensure that this does not happen.

Nurture Leaflet
Mr Reed explained that the school is in the process of becoming a nurturing school and in-
troduced the 6 principles of nurture. Parents were keen to have more information and were 
supportive. 

The meeting closed at 11:30, Mrs Djebah thanked everyone for attending and asked for any ques-
tions for the next session to be submitted. Mr Reed remained for further questions/comments


